WATER COMMITTEE FOLLOW UP

1/ Meet the elders to take appointment with the water committee and elders.

2/ Ask the few people around if they are aware about this maintenance/reparation scheme.

3/ Check their understanding about the scheme and discuss with them.

Gather them with the elders and community people (10/15 persons maximum) and try to check their understanding on the maintenance and reparation scheme.

- Why are you contributing money? (value and sustainability)
- When the pump will be fixed, will you continue or stop the money contribution? Why will you continue?
- What will be the purpose of the money? (in case of breakdown and yearly maintenance)
- Do you know how to take care of your pump?

First intervention with IA done?

- Remind them to continue the money contribution
- Importance of preventive maintenance (all the small and expensive parts which need grease…) / compare to a motorbike...

Water is life!

- Remind them the 300 000 Le

Display the old / new spare parts in asking them for each one if they have an idea about the cost it.

Make two piles with one side new spares and on the other side old spares. Ask them why from new spares you get worn out ones? (Lack of grease)

Explain what a yearly preventive maintenance is (once a year by the PO, 60 000 Le)